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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Coalesse® Refreshes the Circa Lounge System with Modern Enhancements  
Designers Have More Power with New Leg Designs and Materiality Options  
 
Grand Rapids, MI — As many businesses and facilities strive for more dynamic, 
communal culture, designers look for unique and practical furnishings to create 
connections in their spaces. The Circa Lounge System by Alison Spear for Coalesse is a 
longtime favorite of designers due to its simple sophistication, modularity and 
configurability. Now, Circa pushes even further, making the classic lounge modern and 
placing power into the hands of the designers with an extended range of materiality.  
 
New leg enhancements include cylinder oak and 
modern metal styles, in addition to the standard maple, 
walnut and metal tapered leg options. The new modern 
metal and cylinder wood leg styles can be shared 
between seating applications to provide a clean, 
minimal aesthetic. This added range of design styles 
and material options empowers designers to create 
diverse aesthetics with a single lounge system. The 
simple, yet sophisticated, cylinder wood leg is now 
offered in all standard Coalesse oak finishes and the 
new modern metal design is available in 13 Coalesse 
standard paint finishes with lux coatings also available. 

 
Circa Lounge System 2018 Leg Options: 

• Cylinder Oak – NEW 
• Modern Metal – NEW 
• Tapered Maple 
• Tapered Walnut 
• Tapered Metal 

 
Circa offers a classic lounge with an inviting dose of comfort. Contemporary materials and 
modern leg designs suit a range of aesthetics, while soft forms welcome users and 
encourage the organic conversation crucial for social connection. Lounges and benches 
in smooth curves or straight lines pair with tables to create a wide variety of applications 
that are easy to scale and reconfigure.  
 

Through this lounge system designers find 
a fresh, creative palette for configuring 
signature spaces. They can enhance areas 
for social connection with straight, circular 
or serpentine arrangements, create more 
intimate meeting areas for small groups or 
turn lobbies and reception areas into 
showpieces. The range of possible shapes 
and sizes form inviting spaces that provide 
room to gather for creative collaboration 
and casual discussion. 

 
For more information on Coalesse and its products, visit www.coalesse.com 
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### 
 
About Coalesse 
Coalesse collaborates with design professionals and leading organizations around the 
world to create modern workplaces that inspire great work. Led by intuition, backed by 
research, and driven by design, Coalesse helps customers to define spaces that empower 
social connections and foster creative collaboration while allowing for individual focus and 
rejuvenation. We conceive products that blend beauty, utility, comfort, and vitality. 
Coalesse is part of the Steelcase Inc. family of brands, and its products are available 
through a global network of more than 800 dealers. Learn more at www.coalesse.com. 
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